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ABSTRACT

Based on the non-valence quark-antiquark and gluon constituent structure of mesons we

give a reasonable dynamical mechanism which can induce the hairpin diagram without violating the

well-observed OZI rule. We calculate the hairpin amplitudes of D° -» K'v and K"r{ normalized

by D° -> K°T\° and have found that the hairpin diagram can give rise to substantial contributions

to the decays where a meson with a SU(3) flavor singlet component is involved in the final slate.

In this scenario, we also obtain the branching ratio of D" -+ K°4>as 0.55% in comparison with the

experimental data of 0.83%.
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Analysing the relation between the group structure of D decay matrix elements and the
quark diagrams, Li and Tuan1 suggested the presence of so-called hairpin diagrams which are
depicted in Fig.l.

The hairpin diagrams are characterized by a SU(3) flavor singlet existing in the final state of
the decay process. When we tried to explain an amazingly large branching ratio of D° -* K°<t>2

in the framework of Stech, Bauer and Fakirov3, we found that the hairpin diagram contribution
should dominate in this process. tj> is almost a pure as state so it has a large component from the
SU(3) flavor singlet and it is understandable that Figl.(a) is important to it, furthermore due to
the absence of the usually dominant spectator-diagram contributions in D" —> R°$ the hairpin
diagram contribution may be crucial. Chau, Cheng and Huang4 also proposed the importance
of hairpin diagrams when discussing probable diagrams in D decays. They concluded that by
fitting data, the parameters could be determined and there was room for the existence of hairpin
diagram and in some cases it may play an important role. They also decided that the amplitude
of hairpin diagrams to D -» PP is larger than to D -* PV where P and V denote pseudoscalar
meson and vector meson respectively. Later one can see that it is consistent with our analysts
based on the new dynamical mechanism.

However, the diagrams in Fig.l obviously are OZI forbidden9* . The existence of such
diagrams may imply violation of the OZI rule which is observed very well in many processes.
One may raise a question as 'does the hairpin diagram really indicate violation of the OZI rule
or is there something else'. Many experiment evidences show that the OZI rule is a good rule
so that we are going to understand this problem along the other way, i.e. to explore a possible
dynamical mechanism which realizes the hairpin diagram without violating the OZI rule.

As a matter of fact, we follow J.Ellis et al7 to consider that the non-valence quarks
and gluons may cause hairpin diagrams without violating the OZI rule. In ref.7 J.EUis et al
suggested the non-valence constituents in baryons, especially the strange quark-antiquark pair
in the proton can explain data such as CT( pp —> IT* ir~) /u ( pp —> uir+ TT ~) assuming the OZI rule
being well-observed. Recently their explanation has been challenged by Lipkin8, however some
experimental results support the existence of the non-valence quark constituents in nucleons9.
Here we assume the non-valence quark and gluon constituents are the cause of hairpin diagrams
and inversely the importance of hairpin diagrams also implies the existence of the hybrid state
(or so-called exotic state) which causes much concern recently10.

1. The mechanism

There are non-valence quark and gluon constituents in both mesons and baryons. Recently
they are dealt with in the framework of perturbative QCD"1 2 and they also can participate in
the decay reactions. Our mechanism is shown in Fig. 2.



In graph (a) of Fig.2, the hairpin pseudoscalar or vector meson is originated from two
constituent gluons whereas in (b) it is from a pair of non-valence quark-aniiquark. Since the
gluons are SU(3) flavor singlet, the produced mesons must belong to SU(3)y singlet and if we
ignore the SU(3)/ violation, the two non-valence quarks also costitude a SU(3)/ singlet which
makes the final mesons a singlet too, as we expect for the hairpin diagram.

For Fig.2(a), let us analyse the quantum behavior of the two-gluon system. The final state
meson can be 17, V consisting of»» and TJI components where TJO and nj are the SU(3)/ singlet
and octet components of ij, or a vector meson such as 4>. Since TJ is 0* and ̂  is 1"", the two
gluons must be a parity-odd state. At this stage, we have to invoke the bag model19 10 study
the constituent gluon wavefunclion. In ref. 10 and 11 the explicit expressions are given, the TE-
mode gluon has the parity (— 1)'*l whereas the TM-mode gluon is with (— 1)' where I is the
angular momentum quantum number of the gluons. For the ground slate, a two gluon-system
with odd parity must be made of a TE-mode gluon and a TM-mode gluon and the system has the
parity ( — 1)' • (— 1)'*' = —I. If the product meson is a pseudoscalar the state of the two gluons
is a J=0 state, and for a vector final product the state is J=l. Obviously, in this mechanism, the
two gluons are in a color singlet state.

For the non-valence quark situation, the requirement for quantum number is similar.

2. The mixing coefficient of | qqg*TBg°TU >/,

This is a very complicated problem if one has to calculate it directly, because this two-
gluon state not only mixes with | qq >vlU, but also with [ qqgTE >k and | qqgTU >* where
the subscripts val and h mean vanlence and hybrid respectively. One needs to diagonalize the
mixing matrix in order to obtain the eigenstates, and it is very hard.

However, since we have already known the expansion coefficient of | qqgTE >/, and
I <tggTU >J°-'4'1S we can obtain that coefficient of | qqgg >* easily by perturbative theory. One
can write the expansion for a pseudoscalar meson (let us now concentrate on the pseudoscalar
case and later we generalize all results to the vector meson final state) as

\M> = c, lw r u:
>*

I qqgTBgTti >„ +a? | qqqq >* (1)

The last term is the four-quark state and we will discuss it later. As we argued above, in our
caseonlyj qqgTBgTU >* term contributes. The total | M > is a color singlet, so from the group
theory " there are three independent stales / a k

and I qqg°TBg°TU >*. 99 can be either J= I or J=0 states, however only | (qq)o(g"TEgaTU)o >h

q\"qgTEigTUc >„, q\"qgTEkgTUc

can contribute to D —» PP(»), rf ett).

+ I < « X * 5 ) i ( » H V l ' ) i > ] + a n > +
(2)

where we suppose all terms to be properly normalized. The mixing coefficient in eq.(l) can be
obtained similarly 10 that of ref.l 1.
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D(x)\qqgTU: >
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where HQCD - —• ]£« Q^ivQA.*''.

This calculation has been carried out in the bag. The first term is suppressed by the bag
intergration and a larger denominator in comparision with the last two terms, so one can omit it.
In the matrix element < qqgTBgTU \ HQCD I gQ9TS > . the gTB is only a spectator and by its
normalization gTE can be dropped out, so this matrix element can be read as < qqgTU | HQCD I
qq > which has been calculated. Now we have obtained a very simple expression

JTB.TU (4)

Numerically based on the previous work l4>" this coefficient is alBXU = 0.24 ~ 0.26.

The only term which contributes to D -> PP is | (qqh(.g'TB9liTU)o > and has an
expansion coefficient a - 0 . 2 6 0 4 = 0 1

Let us tum to [he last term of the expression (1), i.e. for the four-quark term

. _ . 1 . . .

(5)

Determining a'4 is very difficult. If writing down the calculation expression for a**,
one can immediately find it is at least proportional to g*, so that from the point of view of the
perturbative QCD it is less important than aXB'T" which is of g] order. From another point7'17

gluons are enhanced relative to qq pairs by O(JVC) in both mesons and baryons. Therefore we
simply assume aj* = aJE'TU/Nc=O.036 demanding the same quantum numbers as in the two
gluon case. Similarly, only one term in cq.(S) contributes 10 the hairpin diagram, the coefficient
for this term should be ̂ =0.036/2=0.018 which is five to six times smaller than a.



3. Decay process calculation

We use the decay modes D° —» K°j) and K°rf as examples to demonstrate the contribution
from the hairpin diagrams. To diminish errors we normalize it by the well'measured and well-
calculated mode D* - • K'n'. For the decay D° -» K"n(t)') we employ both the bag model
and the vacuum saturation method, and the comparison of the two results can make some sense.

Looking al the diagrams of Fig.2, in the proposed framework, the color-singlet and spin-
zero gluon system is deprived from D meson to produce a flavor singlet pseudoscalar meson
such as t] or rf. This is very similar to the spectator diagram picture of meson decays' '"•3

where the spectator quark (antkjuark) departs from D to join another antiquark (quark) to form a
final meson. In the hadronization process one does not need to consider the binding energy even
though it exists because it is supposed to be included in the hadronization parameters. Therefore,
we do not take the possible binding energy into account and treat the non-valence-constituent
system as a spectator, however it undergo another dynamical transition.

The general expression for the production of a singlet meson is through the divergence of
the axial vector current as

(6)

where yl" =

The last term in the above expression is the triangle anomaly which is responsible for
the conversion of two gluon system into a pseudoscalar like in it" —» 7 7 " . Therefore one may
write the matrix element as

where

and

(7)

(8)

-ft
That matrix element is evaluated non-perturbatively by Novikov et al M and K.Chao31 in

different ways, but their results are the same

< 0 j ^ C ^ S " * I I) >c ^

and
< 0 I ^ I rf >~ 0.

(10)

(II)

where / , is approximately taken as / , in the SU(3)/ limit.

The conversion of a two-quark system into a pseudoscalar meson can be obtained from
the general expression of the axial current divergence. Obviously in this case only the first term
in eq. (6) contributes.

< 0 I id^A" I T, >= Um\ (12)

that is of the same order as (10,11). Taking into account the difference of the expession
coefficient, the contribution from the 4-quark exotic state is 6~7 times smaller than from the
gluon hybrid.

(a) In the MIT bag model

The matrix element < K°rt | H,ff | D° > can be calculated in the bag model11.

13)

where (g?) = ̂ ( 1 - 7 5 ) 5 and C\ and C% are the the OPE coefficients22 and C\ - ^^,Ch =
^ ^ with C- = (CV)~2 ~ J.80 ~ 2.10 for A g o = 200 - 500MevM . Therefore C2 +
J C I ~0.25.

This process is shown in Fig.3(c).

Fig.3 shows that the contribution to D° -» Jf°»j(ij') comes from three diagrams whereas
for D° -> ff0/, only the first two diagrams exist because w° belongs to isospin | 1,0 > and
the hairpin only gives SU(3)/ singlet apparently.

Then according to the mechanism proposed above, the matrix element is

<K"r,\H./f\D'> = -

jd?x < K' I {wfr,-A(ad)v.A I IT > -(2*)3i3(p)

(14)

where p is the momentum of the two-gluon system. Since we lake the static bag model approxi-
mation which implies | p, | ~ 0 , when the factor < 0 | ^GG | 17 > is extracted out there must
be a momentum constraint besides a total 4-momentum conservation (2 IT) * 6* (p , + pK - pD)
which is not explicitly expressed in the formulae, but is understood.

In the field theory, (27r)3fi'(p) can be written as a volume V, here we reasonably write
the V as the bag volume where the transition is taking place.

(15)

where R is the bag radius and usually it is about 0.4 fm for D meson.

The bag calculation of fd?x < K° \ (lc){sd) j D° > is straightforward and besides



some numerical factors it is

K° \ \ D'

.~)},{xc~-

When we only consider the largest term it is simplified as

ytn J r2drj0(x.^-}JBlxt-^-')M^-^-)Mxt-^-)

where i';3 are the solutions of

(16)

(17)

) = ' (18)
1 - m,R - yjx\ + m? R2

and Ro, RK are the radii of D and K mesons respectively. The integration is carried out inside

(19)

(20)

(21)

The matrix element (14) becomes

where / is the integral given in eq.(16).

Another straightforward calculation for D* —• fC'ir' is also carried out and it is

where

TjandTj' are mixtures of no and t/i as2 5

1 = cos ipTji — sin <t>r)o

sin <j>ifr + cos 4>Vo

= ^ ( u u + dd 2as) t|o=^j

(22)

with $ being-20° andT)j=^(uu + dd~ 2as), t|o=^j(uu + dd+ ss) .

According to Chau's convention we call (a) of Fig.3 as 6, (b) as c and (c) as ch, then

1 1 1
A{D° —f K°ri) = sin ^ - = t + cos0—=4+ sin ^ — = ( - 2 c ) + cos ^—=

+ sin ^—T=c + cos 4>—f=b + 3 cos <l>-j=C),
Vo v3 V3

(23)

A(D°-* K°T}) cos 4>-p=b-sin <t>-j=b+

cos ̂ - = c - sin 4>—=c - 3 sin
vo V3

(-2 c)-sin tf>-f=c +

v 3
(24)

It is believed that the W-exchange diagram can be neglected according to the argument

given by Stech et alJ, model calculation by Chau24 and a bag calculation13 where the analysis

shows the quark-antiquark emerging from the vacuum must be in p-state and the contribution

turns out to be two orders smaller than that of a and b diagrams.

The ratio of the hairpin diagram to the D° —* K°if° amplitute is

T
Rn= fi (25)

With the radius of D meson being 0.4 fin, >7,=0.16 and Rj =0.34.

For the b pan of R,( D° —• K°r\) one only needs to replace>o(x,^) by \/2~( ^ j cos <j> -

^-sin 4>)}a{Xu-jr) and for D° —* if "tr1, by v ^ ( ^p sin ^ + - t c o s ^ ) j o ( x » # - ) in the integra-

tion of T\ then the ratios of the hairpin contributions for n and rr1 to the corresponding b pans

are 0.19 and 0.S respectively.

These ratios of R, and Rj show that the hairpin contribubon is not negligible in the decay
processes where a SU(3) flavor singlet is involed.

(b) The vacuum saturation method

The vacuum saturation method is proved to be a very powful tool in the decay amplitute

calculations26, so here we try to use this method to pursue the same problem.

T(D° ~*K'T,) = ~ V ^ \

For the b and c parts of W —• K°*° which serves as our normalization

| | D ° > = - < ^ | ( » d ) J I | 0 > < i r * | ( u c ) v | D 1 > >
- < k°*' | (ld)v ) 0 >< 0 | («c)v | D"

+ ~C, ) < K'r, | (3<0 (6c) | IT > (26)

+*folf?*<. M* - A/£) + /5*JWp} (27)

To estimate the matrix element more accurately we also need to consider the form factor.Obviously
the first term in eq.(24) corresponds to the spectator diagram b and the second term lo the W-
exchange diagram c which is smaller.

In another equivalent language21

< 7T 1 /„ I D > =

(28)



where FAQ1) = ,_ft/Mi (i=O.D with ht = 0 7 4 a .

However, this factorization approach in D —> Kic does not include the hairpin part
depicted in Fig.3 (c).

The hairpin calculation in the case of D° —» K°r)( V) can be written as

(uc) 1 £T > ( 2 i r ) V ( p - p , ) < 0 | ^G%G"" \ T,(T,') > (29)

Here instead of (2 ir)3£3(p,,) in the bag calculation, there is a four-momentum constraint for
the gluon system, this is because in the bag case it is static. This problem is common in the bag
calculation. For example, if one needs to obtain the decay constant / , in the bag model which
will be discussed in every detail elsewhere29™, then immediately encounters such difficulties
and it is obvious from the dimension analysis.

To deal with the 6 function we take some approximations

( 2 i r ) < £ 4 ( p - p , ) =
'0
VT (30)

As a maiter of fact, (2ir)4£4(p — p,) = TV indicates the volume and time for the strong
transition of the two gluons into a pseudoscalar. It is natural to conjecture that this is equivalent
to scale < 0 | ^GG | f) > by the famous condensation parameter of two gluons < 0 |
^GG | 0 > and by the quantum number matching the operator should be GC instead of GG
forn(O-)19.

(31)

Then we obtain ft, = 0.063 and Rj = 0.15. These numbers are about 2.7 times smaller
than that obtained in terms of the bag model if / o = 290 MevM. This difference may come from
the scale approximation. Since both models are not very accurate, this factor 2.7 is plausible and
we will see below that it does not influence our qualitative conclusion about the hairpin diagram
contributions. The ratios can be taken as 0.1 for n and 0.2 for rf.

3. The case involving a flavor singlet vector boson in the final slate

While only pseudoscalar mesons are involed in the final products, two constituent gluons in
the D meson can convert into a pseudoscalar meson through the axial current triangle anomaly.
However for a vector boson final state, the current is a vector current instead of an axial current
for a pseudoscalar case, so that the triangle is zero. Therefore the hairpin diagram only can take
place via the 4-quark hybrid state of D meson which is 1/NC suppressed than the gluons.

In the decay D" -* K°<j>> the b part does not exist if ^ is a pure as state, then we estimate
the hairpin diagram with respect to D° —» K°*Tf°. Since the vector meson <f> comes from the

8

non-valence quark-antiquark pair in a total J=l state, the system of the valence quark-antiquark
must be a J=l state too, and we identify this excited state of J=l as D°*.

\D°>

K" | | 0 g,tt

m, < 0 | as | 0 >
(32)

where A" corresponds to the non-valence quark-aniiquark vector and e is its polarization and
cu = £1> 19'ff 's 'he effective strong coupling for the conversion from the quark-antiquark pair
to a vector meson and roughly a,// ~ O( 1), and Eti ~ M+.

In the decay D° ~* K^n the amplitude can be easily calculated

V | (5<0(tic) \D'> = ! (3d) | 0

(33)

This is mainly from the b pan

In this case of D° -> j?*i)(ij') one needs to deal with the factor (2* ) 4 6*(p -pv) =TV,
it is similar to the case of gluons but here the 6 function is to rescale the amplitude by m, < 0 |
qq | 0 > instead, and since m, = mj ~ 0 we only need to keep m, = m,.

T(D°

(34)

where 0 ~ 0.018, Approximately, | t# tD |= l . p * tD- ~ MK,U = 0.02824 and /D . ~
fK. = 0 287M , and MD- = 2010MeV, MD = 1864MeV11 and m. = 150MeV, < qq >=
-(250MCV)30.

^ = 0.58 (35)

Obviously this estimated number is very rough, however it shows that the hairpin diagram does
contribute substantially.

Using R+ and the measured branching ratio of D° -+ RMT:°n, we can estimate the
branching ratio of D° -* K*<fi. Then we have obtained Br( D° -» K°4>) as 0.54% which can
qualitatively explain the data of D* -• K'4> with the branching ratio being 0.83%.



4. Conclusion References

We estimate the contribution of the hairpin diagram based on the hybrid model which can
induce the non OZJ forbidden hairpin diagram in both the bag model and the vacuum saturation
method for JP° -» K°n and D° -> R°r}'. The results of these two methods are qualitatively
consistent Then we have found that in comparison with the b part of a standard decay mode, the
hairpin diagram is not negligible in decays which involve a pscudoscalar with a SU(3)/ singlet
component in the final state.

Then we discussed the case where a vector boson is involved in the final products. Since
the static bag model needs some modifications from recoil effects33, we only deal with this
problem using the vacuum saturation method. In the case for pseudoscalar products, the two-
gluon system can convert into a pseudosclar through the famous axial current anomaly, however
for the vector boson situation only the 4-quark exotic state which is O( I /Nc) suppressed with
respect to the gtuons. Consider all the factors and take some reasonable approximations we
found that the calculated branching ratio of LP -» K °4> can almost explain the observed data. Of
course in this work there are some uncertainties, however we conclude that the hairpin diagram
does exist. It is smaller than the spectator diagram amplitudes, therefore in some processes
where spectator diagrams do not exist and the product meson has the flavor singlet component
it can be observed clearly.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l. The hairpin diagrams, (a) W-exchange hairpin, (b) Annihilation hairpin.

Fig.2. The dynamical mechanism for hairpin diagrams, (a) Two gluon system,
(b) Two quark system.

Fig.3. The decay diagrams for D° °TJ( tj')-
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